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We have limited 
rehearsal space, 

time and resources:
how do we carve 

out time for smaller 
groups and how do 
we make the most 

of that time?
Student-run sectionals are 
often a part of marching 

band preparation. There are 
many articles available on 

sectionals for marching 
bands.
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Benefits of small group rehearsal

• Teachers can learn to delegate responsibility and students get an opportunity to learn leadership skills
• Organization of musical materials: Prioritization
• Efficient use of time/Focused problem-solving
• Teach students to fix one small problem at a time

• Then help them apply this procedure to all problems
• Players who need more individual attention can get it in smaller groups

• Mr. John Emanuelson (high school orchestra director from Mequon, Wisconsin) teaches the 
school Chamber Orchestra. The orchestra department has not yet had a sectional. “It’s like a 
stool with three legs, [class rehearsal, home practice, and sectionals], and I feel like it’s one of 
those legs,” 

Highlander, “Music Teachers Share Their Thoughts About Sectionals”, Virginia Lee 10/8/2014 
https://homesteadhighlanderonline.com/1961/feature/music-teachers-share-their-thoughts-about-sectionals/



Interview with Marching Band Director:
Dr. Matt Smith, Associate Director of Bands at the University 

of Kansas in Lawrence
• Band Bullet Points

Ø Student leadership training: start 
early!

ØBe willing to group sectionals by 
instrument OR
Øby the voices/parts to be 

coordinated
Ø Choose tasks for each student leader 

that fits their skills/ability (mix them 
up?)

Ø Reliance on and training of student 
leaders creates interest and 
motivation in entire group



Marching Band Sectional Organization:
Comments on High School Bands

Ø High School section leaders typically go through leadership training with the band director 
(or attend a separate camp) prior to the beginning of band camp. Since each band director 
has different components to their leadership philosophy, this will likely vary from teacher to 
teacher.

Ø Schedule regular, short meetings with sectional leaders to go over priority spots, rehearsal methods and 
preferred approaches and keep whole band informed of the basic schedule week-by-week…

Ø What percentage of time do sectionals occupy in high school rehearsal? 

Ø “Fairly minimal at the high school level for sectional time. These would occur outside of class largely 
(so I could do most of the work with students), but if needed, I would give mini-sectional time (10 
minutes) within a class period if I felt this would be helpful.” 

Ø “At the high school level, I would provide specific sections and strategies to my leaders ahead of 
rehearsal. I seek feedback on sections they might struggle with, but ultimately I would make the 
decision on what they would rehearse in sectionals.”

Ø Dr. Brian Alber, University of Nebraska, Kearney



Interview with Youth Symphony Conductor: 
Aviva Segall, Conductor and Director of Omaha Youth Symphony

Ø 1st sectional is by individual instrument, for strings: Fingerings, bowings and basic 
technique within the pieces and for each, individual section
Ø Followed by a full orchestra rehearsal 

Ø Next sectional: continuation of individual section work for strings but working on 
larger concepts; wind family sectional; brass family sectional without percussion
Ø Followed by a full rehearsal

Ø Sectional for families of instruments (one for all strings, one for brass + percussion, 
one for all woodwinds
Ø Full rehearsals (all players together)

Ø Some organizations like colleges, universities and professional 
orchestras may offer coaches inexpensively or even free of 
charge!



Orchestra Sectionals, continued…

Sample plan for youth symphony, college or 
advanced high school players:
Violin I
I. Corelli – Christmas Concerto
Ø Mvt. II Allegro ms. 7 – 22, to end of mvt. 
Ø Mvt. III Adagio ms. 5 – end of Allegro section
Ø Mvt. IV Vivace ms. 20 – end of mvt.
Ø Mvt. V Allegro (1/2 note = about 120) ms. 10 – 13, and ms. 56 - end of mvt.
Ø Mvt. VI Pastorale Check bowings
II. Vaughn-Williams – Fantasia on Greensleeves
Ø Ms. 16 – Allegretto, melody 12 measures before the Lento moderato and last 

9 measures

For less advanced 
players…

Play rhythm on open strings



Sectional Suggestions from Choir Directors:
Joel Ross, Former Director of Kantorei Boys Choir

TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE CHORAL SECTIONALS
Ø Assign student leaders to assist you! 

Ø Rotate them so that several of the more experienced students are given this 
opportunity, generating “buy in,” and ownership of the ensemble.

Ø Student pianists are also invaluable
Ø Assign very specific passages to be rehearsed 
Ø Establish goals, and consistently monitor achievement of these goals. 

Involve the students in this evaluation
Ø Break down to small, rudimentary musical elements: pitches, rhythms, 

dynamics, articulation, text, etc. 
Ø Avoid rote learning! 
Ø Ross, J., A Dozen Tips for Choral Directors. ACDA Central Division Newsletter

Article, 2006. 

Ø Ross, J., Life Skills Through Music. ACDA Central Division Newsletter Article, 
2007. 



Choral Sectionals for Online Recordings: Dr. Stephen Alltop
Northwestern University Music Faculty,

Conductor/Director of the Apollo Chorus of Chicago and of the 
Elmhurst and Champaign-Urbana Symphony Orchestras

Ø Mixing various individual recordings is easier if you identify 
issues an editor may have when compiling video clips during 
the sectionals.

Ø Make the singers aware of things like staggered breaths, 
consonants, vibrato speed, etc. for how they should address 
these for the benefit of the editing process.

• More Choral Bullet Points:

Ø Soundtrip and Jacktrip create excellent recording coordination but 
are complex and expensive. 

Ø Make a keyboard recording of: all parts; 1 of each part; then a 
conducting video matching full recording with 1 voice part to line up 
consonants.

Ø Ask vocalists to add other part’s to their practice.
Ø Encourage them to sing along with conducting video at home AND to 

sing alone in sectionals or rehearsals to address general issues that 
may be common to everyone’s performance.



For Younger String Players: 
breaking things down to basic musical elements: 

some are led by students better than others…
Have 1 group working on rhythm or pitch in very specific passages 

while instructor works with another…

Rhythm
• Orchestra: incorporate the 
bowings into rhythm practice.
• Write in rhythm syllables or 

make up sentences for the 
rhythms.

Pitch
• Make/find a recording for them to 
listen to with short, specific passages. 
• The recording can be on a keyboard or 

on Final.

• Practice pitch matching
• Have them transcribe parts (Finale?)

or write fingerings or note names.



Some basic musical elements are best left to the 
teacher or only very advanced students…

If you have 1 group working on rhythms or on pitch, that can leave the instructor 
free to work on more sophisticated, but still basic concepts/techniques

Tone
• Improving tone is often best left to 

the instructor/teacher and can be 
something the director would like to 

control.
• However, student input can be part 

of tone evaluation

Expression
• Students often need help with the 

technique involved in controlling 
volume (dynamics) and on improving 

their phrasing
• This is often an element best left to 

the director to rehearse.
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